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NeRF achieves photo-realistic renderings when given dense 
inputs, while its' performance drops dramatically with the 
decrease of training views' number.
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Our work aims to improve neural radiance fields (NeRF) 
from sparse inputs.  

O v e r v i e w  o f  t h e  p r o p o s e d  f r a m e w o r k .  O u r 
regularizations include photo-metric loss L_r, global 
geometry loss L_g, local patch appearance loss L_l  and 
depth loss L_d.

Our contribution includes:
1. we propose a global sampling strategy 
with a geometry regularization utilizing 
warped images as augmented pseudo-
views to encourage geometry consistency 
across multi-views.

Iw is the warped patch of pseudo-views, Ir is 
the rendered patch, and � denotes an image 
encoder. 

2.  we int roduce a local patch sampling 
scheme with a patch-based regularization for 
appearance consistency. 

I_t is the warped patch of pseudo-views, I_r 
is the rendered patch, and � denotes an 
image encoder. 

3. our method exploits depth information 
for explicit geometry regularization. 

D r is the rendered depth from NeRF,
Dt is the ground truth depth, and M denotes 
masks. 

RESULTS
The proposed approach outperforms exist ing 
baselines on real benchmarks DTU datasets from 
sparse inputs and achieves the state of art results.

ü This paper introduces a novel approach to improve neural 
radiance fields(NeRF) from sparse RGBD inputs.  

ü Our work achieves state of art performance across different 
metrics. 

ü However, one of the limitations is that it requires depth. 
Future work could explore how to use monocular depth 
estimated by networks. More researches explore implicit 
surface recon- struction from sparse RGBD inputs.


